LANDSCAPING
The Perfect Finish To Your Home

Paving • Circles • Setts • Kerbing • Steps • Decorative Chippings
Garden Features • Garden Furniture • Stepping Stones

www.mcmonaglestone.com

“With over 40 years experience and using raw materials
from our own 5 quarries you can be sure that our products
meet the highest quality standards. We are delighted to
present an extensive portfolio of decorative products for the
home and garden designed with you in mind to complement
both contemporary and traditional settings alike.”
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PAVING

Mountcharles Sandstone
Mountcharles Sandstone Paving is quarried locally and
one of our most popular sandstones. Extremely versatile,
it is suited both internally & externally. Its consistent
warm sandy buff tones look stunning in any environment
whether traditional or modern. Ideal for patio areas,
courtyards, footpaths and also used in stepping stones.

Mountcharles Sandstone Paving
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Donegal Quartzite
Quarried locally, McMonagle Quartzite Sawn Paving can be
used internally or externally. This paving is characterised as
being exceptionally durable with an enormous flexural strength,
low water absorption, high thermal properties with excellent
resistance to acid rain, frost and air pollution as well as its
suitability for heavily trafficked areas. The surface is riven with a
high slip resistance. The blend of colour tones makes it distinct
from all other stone varying from warm golden browns to cool
blue grey tones.
Donegal Quartzite Polygonal Paving is perfect for use when
creating pathways with a difference. Polygonal Paving is made
up of random sizes with a wide variation of colours, which means
that Donegal Quartzite Polygonal Paving is capable of enhancing
any garden or patio area. This material is hand split and carefully
selected in various sizes between 15-25mm and 25-40mm in
thickness.

Donegal Quartzite Paving
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Donegal Quartzite Polygonal Paving
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Donegal Quartzite Polygonal Paving
McMonagle Quartzite Polygonal paving (also
known as Crazy Paving) is quarried locally
and is known for its durability and excellent
resistance to acid rain, frost and air pollution as
well as its suitability for heavily trafficked areas.

Silver Granite Paving
Granite is one of the oldest, most durable
and most respected of building materials.
Traditionally, it is the material chosen by both
architects and engineers when permanence,
endurance of colour and a safe, non-slip
texture are of the essence.

It is perfect for use when creating pathways
with a difference, enhancing any garden or
patio area and is made up of random sizes with
a wide variation of colours, ideal for internal or
external use.

Donegal Quartzite Polygonal Paving
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Silver Granite Paving
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Black Limestone Paving
An attractive durable Limestone, Black
Limestone Paving has a variable subtle riven
texture. This stone is jet-black when wet, but
dark grey to black when dry.
Please note: this is one of the few natural
stones that will fade with weathering.
To protect and enhance the natural colour,
we recommend the surface of this material to
be sealed to help protect the colour.

Blue Limestone Paving
Blue Limestone Paving (Flamed Finish)
has an attractive light colour with a slightly
textured finish giving it a good slip resistance.
Black Limestone Paving
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Blue Limestone Paving
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Raj Green Paving
Raj Green Paving which is one of our most
popular sandstones has a rich mix of cool
green and grey autumnal colours with gentle
hues of golden brown running through the
natural riven paving that will complement any
garden space. Calibrated to a thickness of
22mm.

Modak Paving
Modak is a stunning combination of warm pink
and orange tones. Its base is pink with some
subtle shades of cream and beige. This splash
of colour will brighten up your garden all year
around. Calibrated to a thickness of 22mm.
The paving slabs are accurately hand dressed
with a natural riven surface, creating an
extremely hard wearing and durable natural
paving stone, and are perfect for both
traditional and contemporary designs, they
can be laid internally and externally enabling a
natural transition from home to garden.

Extremely versatile, it is ideal for Patio, Paths
& Courtyards, Raj Green is perfect for the
Irish Climate and is frost resistant, it will
weather extremely well. Suitable for Internal
& External use. Steps available to complete
the theme.

Suited to the Irish climate, natural sandstone
paving slabs are frost resistant.

Raj Green Paving
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Modak Paving
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T Grey Limestone Paving
T Grey Limestone Paving has a
contemporary feel to it, as it has beautiful
light grey and blue tones running through it
with a smooth riven surface. Calibrated to a
thickness of 24mm.
Our T Grey Limestone paving product has
been used extensively by award winning
architects and landscape designers.
Ideally suited for Internal and External areas
such as flooring, patios, courtyards and
garden paths, it allows you to bring home
that special look and with its low abrasion
values, high durability and high frost
resistant properties you can be sure it will
last for generations to enjoy!

Autumn Brown Paving
Autumn Brown Sandstone Paving is a
combination of neutral shades of light and
dark browns with a mixture of plum and
grey tones. It is one of the more consistent
colours we have available. Calibrated to a
thickness of 22mm.
Autumn Brown Paving
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T Grey Limestone Paving
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Gold Granite Paving
This beautiful, hardwearing paving is ideal for
patios, footpaths, wall cladding or even wall
capping. It is widely used in commercial and
domestic projects. The oatmeal brown/gold
colours will blend with other earthy colours to
give a natural look.
The beauty of using Granite as an internal or
external option, steep or flat driveways, pool
coping or step thread is that it is virtually
maintenance free. The textured finish provides
an excellent slip resistance.

Camel Dust Paving
Camel Dust Paving is a relatively light toned,
riven paving. Varying in colour from cool
silver tones to warmer, richer, pink and sun
baked terracotta. With curving stripes of
colour, running through individual slabs, this
is a beautiful and striking choice. Calibrated
to a thickness of 22mm
It is a very stable product and one of the
best suited natural stones for use on patios,
paths and courtyards. Suitable for Internal or
External use.
Camel Dust Paving
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Gold Granite Paving
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Tinted Mint Paving
Tinted Mint is beautiful natural riven
sandstone with a mixture of yellow, buff, pink,
and golden colours. Hand cut to a thickness
of 25-40mm.

Grey Sandstone Paving
Indian Grey sandstone paving slabs are
accurately hand dressed with a natural
riven surface, creating an extremely hard
wearing and durable natural paving stone,
ideal for use on high traffic areas including
patios, paths and courtyards. This is a more
consistent choice of the colours available
and perfect if you are looking for an unfussy
classic look. Calibrated to a thickness of
22mm. Steps available to complete the
theme.

It is an extremely durable product suitable for
Internal and external use, ideal for flooring,
pathways, courtyards and pool surrounds.
Tinted Mint paving will bring colour and style
to your home or garden.
Tinted Mint is also available in calibrated
finish - The riven top and edge detail is
exactly the same as our standard range of
Tinted Mint paving, however being a constant
thickness, it is much easier to lay, easier to
handle, easier to cut generally saving time
and effort. Calibrated to a thickness of 22mm.
Steps available to complete the theme.

Grey Sandstone Paving
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Tinted Mint Paving
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Kota Brown Paving
Kota Brown Limestone is a fresh rustic pale
brown colour with pale green to grey tones
& a natural smooth riven finish suitable for
traditional and classic garden designs.

Revina Paving
Revina Sandstone Paving is a combination
of warm pink, purple, grey and terracotta
tones. Perfect for those who would like a
splash of colour in their patio. Calibrated to
a thickness of 22mm.

Kota Brown paving is known for its durability
and beautiful appearance. The speciality of
this limestone is in its hardness and it can be
used both for interiors as well as exteriors.

Kota Brown Paving
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Revina Paving
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CIRCLES

Circles
Circles are a perfect way to add variation to any paved
area, adding interest to your garden landscape.
Circles are available in Tinted Mint Sandstone, Grey
Sandstone, Silver Granite & Gold Granite.

Tinted Mint Paving & Circle
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SETTS

Setts
Setts (or cobblestones) when laid are stunning and make
superb paths, patios and driveways. They will last for many,
many years. Featuring in a range of colours and sizes to suit
almost any surroundings, domestic or commercial. All our
Setts are hand cut to give a natural texture. Setts are available
in two sizes, 100mm x 100mm and 200mm x 100mm.

Gold Quartzite Setts 200 x 100mm
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STEPS

Steps
Steps can give your garden another
dimension and with our excellent
selection of various colours and finishes
are the perfect way of bringing two
areas together.
We can create individual bespoke steps
to suit your requirements. If you supply
us with precise dimensions, we will
design a step to fit your front door in
whichever type of stone you wish to use.
To view more images and ideas
on steps log onto our website
www.mcmonaglestone.com

Sandstone Steps
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CHIPPINGS

20mm Gold Quartzite

14mm Gold Quartzite

Scottish Beach Pebbles

Brown Shingle

10mm Gold Quartzite

14mm Rose Quartzite

Blue Pebble

Plum Slate Mulch
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GARDENS

Garden Furniture
An excellent range of Garden Furniture both imported
and created in house is available from McMonagle Stone.
Bespoke garden furniture can also be designed to suit our
customer’s requirements.
Options
· Memorial Benches
· Granite Table & Benches
· Stone Flower Pots
· Stone Arm Chairs
· Bespoke Garden Furniture
For more images of the garden
furniture click onto our website 		
www.mcmonaglestone.com

Gold Granite Table & Benches
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Bespoke Sandstone Bench

Plaque Feature Stone
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KERBS

Kerbing & Edging
Choose from our wide range of Kerbing to add the
finishing touch to your paved area.
Our decorative borders are suitable for curved areas
& are highly durable, they are ideal for home or
commercial application. Adding McMonagle Stone
kerbing will create a professional appearance adding
value to your property.

Silver Granite Kerbing
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Sandstone Kerbing
Mountcharles Sandstone Kerbing offers an
alternative to traditional edging products.
The short length of the kerb also makes it
ideal for curved work. This Kerbing has split
finish to all sides.

Head Office:
McMonagle Stone,
Mountcharles, Co. Donegal, Ireland
Tel: 00353 (0)74 9735061

McMonagle Stone,
Dublin Display Centre,
Cloghran, Swords, Co. Dublin, Ireland
Tel: 00353 (0)1 8079079

www.mcmonaglestone.com
www.facebook.com/McMonagleStone

